It is planned actively to develop the ltunt (.ollection by adding to it likenesses of botanists and horticulturists of the 19th and 20th centuries so as to make this the most complete collection of its kind in America.
The long-term vahle of this collection will (tepend on its completeness, and on the recognition that portraits of persons now living become increasingly difficult to find in the decades--and centuries--ahead. Often these become buried in family albums, or are discarded by a later generation and lost forever. Recognition of this situation has prompted the Library to solicit photogTaphs of living botanists and horticulturists for its collection. Efforts are also being made to obtain similar records of recently deceased persons, as well as those active in earlier decades. Whenever possible a brief biographical note will be included with each portrait or likeness.
Botanists and horticulturists are requested to contribute or loan a photograph of themselves for inclusion in this collection, together with pertinent biographical data when the latter are not available in standard biographical works.
In recent years some dedicated persons have made serious efforts to obtain photographs of individuals when attending national and international meetings; such photographs are often in color, and are of the informal "candid" variety. These, too, deserve institutional preservation. We propose to seek out these col. ]eetions and to learn if their owners might consider (1) loaning them to this Library for our copying on the more stable black and white film, and (2) p. 36, line 10. For "Zac-," read "Zuc-." Volume 14, p. 10, par. 3, line 1. For "ur Cotter, " read "nr Cotter." p. 197, line 15. For "and to to, " read "and to." 
